**OVERHEAD PROJECTORS & TROLLEYS**

---

**QUANTUM 2521**

- The Perfect Classroom O.H.P.
- Twin lamp design ensures projection continues should one lamp fail
- Integral cable tidy & built-in carry grips
- Extremely quiet
- Detachable arm & column
- Colour coded buttons & levers
- Replacement Lamp Code 4004L $15 + GST

**NEW PRICING**

- **SINGLE BUY**
  - $225 + GST
  - Item # 1900563AU
- **3 + BUY**
  - $195 + GST
  - Item # 1900563AU

**QUANTUM 2511**

- The Perfect Classroom O.H.P.
- Lightweight ABS construction
- Compact, ergonomic shape for ease of carriage and storage
- Colour coded function controls for simplified set up and use
- Safety thermal cut-out switch
- Fold down arm
- 250W Lamp
- Cable length 4.5 metre
- Replacement Lamp Code 4004L $15 + GST

**FOR EVERY (3) 2521 PROJECTORS**

YOU RECEIVE FREE 1 NOBO O.H.P TROLLEY

WHilst STOCKS LAST

Value $249

Trolley Code 51501

**FREE BONUS**

---

**LEADER TP3A**

- Economical yet stylish trolley includes an adjustable height shelf & easy mobility
- Grey finish with Beech laminate
- Optional side shelf to expand your work area
- Quick & easy self-assembly
- 2 locking & 2 non locking 5 cm castors
- Main shelf dimensions 450 x 450 mm
- Dimensions: (excluding side shelves) 45.5w x 76h x 51d mm
- Optional Shelf Code QTP3SS $52 Each + GST

**TUFFY UTILITY WT34 & WT42**

- Shelves & legs are made from recyclable material
- 4 x 10 cm full swivel ball bearing castors two with locks (max. weight rated at 56.7kg each)
- Shelves are 46 cm x 61 cm x 4 cm with 6.4 mm retaining lip
- Legs are 4 cm square tube

---

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST

---
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